Many recent caching systems aim to improve hit ratios, but there is no good sense among practitioners of how much further hit ratios can be improved. In other words, should the systems community continue working on this problem?
INTRODUCTION
Caches are pervasive in computer systems, and their miss ratio often determines end-to-end application performance. For example, content distribution networks (CDNs) depend on large, geo-distributed caching networks to serve user requests from nearby datacenters, and their response time degrades dramatically when the requested content is not cached nearby. Consequently, there has been a renewed focus on improving cache miss ratios, particularly for web services and content delivery [15, 16, 22, 31, 39, 44, 55, 57, 62] . These systems have demonstrated significant miss ratio improvements over least-recently used (LRU) caching, the de facto policy in most production systems. But how much further can miss ratios improve? Should the systems community continue working on this problem, or have all achievable gains been exhausted?
The problem: Finding the offline optimal
To answer these questions, one would like to know the best achievable miss ratio, free of constraints-i.e., the offline optimal. Unfortunately, very little is known about the offline optimal miss ratio with variable object sizes. The optimal offline policy for uniformly sized objects is simple (i.e., Belady [13, 59] ) and is widely used in the systems community to bound miss ratios. But object sizes often vary widely in practice, from a few bytes (e.g., metadata [63] ) to several gigabytes (e.g., videos [15, 44] ). We need an offline optimal that allows for variable object sizes, but unfortunately computing this offline optimal miss ratio is NP-hard [21] .
There has been little work on bounding the offline optimal miss ratio with variable object sizes, and all of this work gives very weak bounds. On the theory side, prior work gives only three approximation algorithms [4, 8, 46] , and the best approximation is only provably within a factor of 4 of optimal. Hence, when this algorithm estimates a miss ratio of 0.4, the offline optimal may lie anywhere between 0.1 and 0.4. This is a big range-in practice, a difference of 0.05 in miss ratio is significant-, so bounds from prior theory are of limited practical value. From a practical perspective, there is an even more serious problem with the theoretical bounds: they are simply too expensive to compute. The best approximation takes 24 hours to process 500 K requests and scales poorly, while real traces typically contain hundreds of millions of requests.
Since the theoretical bounds are incomputable, practitioners have been forced to use conservative lower bounds or pessimistic upper bounds to approximate the offline optimal. The only prior lower bound is an infinitely large cache [1, 22, 44] , which is very conservative and gives no sense of how the offline optimal changes at different cache sizes. Belady is often used as an upper bound [43, 44, 56, 72] , despite it not being optimal with variable object sizes, and it is widely believed that a simple size-aware extension of Belady (which we call Belady-Size) is essentially optimal. 1 However, while these offline bounds are easy to compute, we will show that they are in fact far from the true offline optimal. These offline upper bounds have thus given practitioners a false sense of complacency, as their existing online algorithms often achieve similar miss ratios to these offline upper bounds.
Our approach: Flow-based offline optimal
In this paper, we present a new approach to bound the offline optimal miss ratio with variable object sizes. Our key insight is to represent caching as a min-cost flow problem. This formulation yields a lower bound on the offline optimal miss ratio by allowing fractional decisions, i.e., letting the cache retain fractions of objects for a proportionally smaller reward, and a trivial upper bound by removing all such fractional decisions. We prove that, under independence assumptions with a Zipf popularity tail (as defined in Section 5), the number of fractional decisions becomes negligible as the number of objects goes to infinity. Our flow-based offline optimal (FOO) is thus asymptotically optimal-the upper and lower bounds match! Our independence assumptions are a reasonable model of web and CDN traces, suggesting that FOO is accurate on these workloads.
These theoretical results establish a framework to accurately bound the offline optimal miss ratio with variable object sizes. However, from a practical perspective, FOO is still too computationally expensive for real traces with hundreds of millions of requests. (On Figure 1. This figure plots the miss ratio obtained on a production CDN trace with 440 million requests for several techniques: online algorithms (LRU, GDSF [20] , and AdaptSize [15] ), existing offline upper bounds (Belady and Belady-Size), an infinitely large cache, and P-FOO (our proposal). The theoretical bounds, including both prior work and FOO, are too slow to run on traces this long. Figure 1 : Miss ratios on a production CDN trace for a 4 GB cache. Prior to our work, the best upper bound is within 1% of online algorithms on this trace, leading to the false impression that there is no room for improvement. The only lower bound (an infinitely large cache) is 60% lower than the best upper bound. By contrast, P-FOO provides nearly tight upper and lower bounds, which are 22% below the online algorithms. P-FOO thus shows that there is actually significant room for improving current caching algorithms. Figure 1 illustrates the two problems with prior practical bounds and how P-FOO improves upon them. First, prior bounds are very weak. The miss ratio of an infinite cache is 60% lower than Belady-Size, whereas the gap between P-FOO's upper and lower bounds is less than 1%. Second, prior bounds are misleading. Comparing GDSF and Belady-Size, which are also within 1%, one would conclude that online policies are nearly optimal. P-FOO gives a much better upper bound and shows that there is in fact significant room for improvement, as online policies can be improved by up to 22%.
Summary of results

P-FOO yields nearly tight bounds on real traces, as shown in
We evaluate FOO and P-FOO extensively on production traces with hundreds of millions of requests across cache sizes from 16 MB to 64 GB. On CDN traces from Wikipedia and another large Internet company, P-FOO bounds the offline optimal miss ratio within 5.5% at most and 1.5% on average. On storage traces from Microsoft [73] , where our proof assumptions do not hold, P-FOO still bounds the offline optimal miss ratio within 24% at most and 6% on average. P-FOO thus gives nearly tight bounds on the offline optimal miss ratio for a wide range of real workloads. We find that P-FOO achieves significantly lower miss ratios than Belady, Belady-Size, and other obvious offline upper bounds, demonstrating the value of our mincost flow formulation.
Contributions
In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• We present flow-based offline optimal (FOO), a novel formulation of offline caching as a min-cost flow problem. FOO exposes the underlying problem structure and enables our remaining contributions. • We prove that FOO is asymptotically optimal under independence assumptions and a Zipf popularity tail. FOO thus yields the first tight upper and lower bounds for the offline optimal miss ratio with variable object sizes. • We present practical flow-based offline optimal (P-FOO), which relaxes FOO to give fast and nearly tight bounds on real traces with hundreds of millions of requests. P-FOO gives the first reasonably tight lower bound on long traces. • We perform the first extensive evaluation of offline optimal caching with variable object sizes on production traces. In contrast to prior offline bounds, P-FOO reveals that there is significant room for improvement in online caching systems.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section surveys related prior analysis of optimal caching (Sections 2.1-2.3) and current offline bounds used in practice (Section 2.4). Very little is known about how to efficiently calculate optimal miss ratios under variable object sizes. On the theory side, we find approximation algorithms that give very weak bounds while being too expensive to compute. On the practical side, we find offline algorithms that are much cheaper to compute, but there is no guarantee that they are close to the real optimum.
Optimality of online caching policies
We are ultimately interested in the performance limits of real systems, i.e., of online policies. However, it is difficult to formalize the limitations of online vs. offline policies, and thus difficult to prove meaningful optimality results for online policies. Our paper therefore focuses on bounding the offline optimal, as this gives hard limits on what real systems can achieve. Nevertheless, there is an extensive body of prior work on the analysis of online caching policies. While the performance of individual policies is well characterized [12, 14, 18, 23, 24, 27, 28, 34, 35, 37-40, 42, 47-49, 53, 58, 60, 66, 67, 70, 71, 74, 76, 79] , little is known about how close to optimal these policies are [2, 4, 6, 7, 33, 45, 46, 66] . Under adversarial arrival assumptions, prior work gives only a weak performance guarantee for online policies with variable object sizes [4, 7, 46] . The best known policy is log k-competitive, where k is the ratio between largest and smallest object, which is around 30 in our production traces. Under probabilistic assumptions, a few policies demonstrate that they minimize the long-term average miss ratio within the independent reference model (IRM), which assumes that all objects are referenced independently with known, static probabilities [2, 6, 33, 45, 66] . Unfortunately, this work only applies to the case of uniform object sizes, and the IRM's probabilistic assumptions (especially that probabilities are constant over time) do not apply to real-world traces.
Optimal offline caching
For the problem of calculating the offline optimal miss ratio on a given trace, almost all prior work is concerned with the case of uniform object sizes. For uniform object sizes, the optimal offline policy is Belady 2 [13, 59] . Belady always evicts the object whose next request lies furthest in the future. Belady is widely used as an upper bound, e.g., in recent literature on web caching [43, 44, 56, 72] . Furthermore, there are many variants such as multi-level caching systems [41] or parallel-I/O caching systems [50] , where variants of Belady have been shown to find the offline optimal.
Unfortunately, Belady's algorithm is not guaranteed to find the offline optimum under variable object sizes. In fact, Belady performs very badly on our production traces, e.g., as shown in Figure 1. Section 2.4 discusses variants of Belady that take object sizes into account. Calculating offline optimal miss ratios under variable object sizes is significantly harder. In fact, this problem has been recently shown to to be strongly NP complete [21] , even if there are as few as three different object sizes [36] . 
Approximating the offline optimal with variable object sizes
Notation: N is the trace length, C is the cache capacity, and s i is the size of object i. a The Ω(N 5.6 ) term is due to solving an LP with N 2 variables, which applies even if only an approximation is sought [54] . b FOO's guarantee holds under independence assumptions and a Zipf popularity tail. c P-FOO does not have an approximation guarantee but its upper and lower bounds are within 6% on average on production traces. Since calculating the offline optimal is NP-hard, its exponential running time limits us to a few hundred requests. There are three polynomial time approximation algorithms which vary in time complexity and approximation guarantee [4, 8, 46 ]. 2 Belady is also sometimes known as MIN or Clairvoyant [13, 44, 59] .
Albers et al. [4] propose an LP relaxation of OPT and a rounding scheme. Unfortunately, the LP requires N 2 variables, which leads to a high Ω(N 5.6 )-time complexity. The time complexity estimation applies to the widely-used Simplex and interior-point algorithms, for which even a single iteration step leads to this complexity [54] . Other LP solution algorithms have even higher complexity [54] . The approximation factor is logarithmic in the ratio of largest to smallest object (e.g., around 30 on production traces), formally O(log max s i min s i ). Unfortunately, the running time and approximation guarantee makes this approach impractical.
Bar et al. [8] propose a general approximation framework (which we call LocalRatio), which can be applied to the offline caching problem. This algorithm gives the best known approximation guarantee, a factor of 4. Unfortunately, this is still a weak guarantee, as we saw in Section 1. Additionally, LocalRatio is a purely theoretical algorithm, with a high running time of O(N 3 ) and which we believe was not implemented prior to our work. Our implementation of LocalRatio can calculate up 500 K requests, which is only a fraction of the length of realistic traces.
Irani proposes the OFMA approximation algorithm [46] , which has O(N 2 ) running time. This running time is small enough for our implementation of OFMA to run on small traces (Section 9). Unfortunately, OFMA achieves a weak approximation guarantee, which is logarithmic in the cache size C. In fact, OFMA does badly on our traces, giving much weaker bounds in practice than simple Belady-inspired bounds.
Hence, prior work that considers adversarial assumptions yields only weak approximation guarantees. Additionally, their running times are generally too high to be practical. We therefore turn to probabilistic assumptions to yield tight bounds on the kinds of traces actually seen in practice. Under probabilistic assumptions, we are not aware of any prior analysis of offline optimal caching under variable sizes. FOO achieves a tight approximation guarantee under the assumption of independence and a Zipf popularity tail. FOO also has asymptotically better running times, as its min-cost flow representation uses O(N ) edges, leading to O N 3/2 runtime [9, 10, 26] . However, note that while we focus on the tight bounds achieved under these practical assumptions, we do obtain a constant-factor approximation under adversarial assumptions as well (Appendix A).
Offline bounds used in practice
Since the running times of prior approximation algorithms are too high for production traces, practitioners have been forced to rely on upper bounds that can be calculated more quickly.
The simplest offline upper bound is Belady. Even though it has no approximation guarantees for variable object sizes, it is still widely used [43, 44, 56, 72] . However, as we saw in Figure 1 , Belady performs very badly with variable object sizes and is easily outperformed by state-of-the-art online policies.
A straightforward size-aware extension of Belady is to evict the object with the highest cost = object size × next-use distance. We call this variant Belady-Size. Among practitioners, Belady-Size is widely believed to perform near-optimally, but it has no guarantees. It falls short on simple examples: e.g., imagine that A is 4 MB and is referenced 10 requests hence and never referenced again, and B is 5 MB and is referenced 9 and 12 requests hence. With 5 MB of cache Figure 3 . Nodes represent requests, and cost measures cache misses. Requests are connected by central edges with capacity equal to the cache size C and cost zero-flow routed along this path represents cached objects (hits). Additional, outer edges connect requests to the same object, with capacity equal to the object's size-flow routed along this path represents misses. The first request for each object is a source of flow equal to the object's size, and the last request is a sink of flow of the same amount. Outer edges' costs are inversely proportional to object size so that they cost 1 miss when an entire object is not cached. The minimum cost flow achieves the fewest misses.
space, the best choice between these objects is to keep B, getting two hits. What does Belady-Size choose? A has cost = 4 × 10 = 40, and B has cost = 5 × 9 = 45. Belady-Size thus keeps A, getting only one hit. Alternatively, one could use Knapsack heuristics as size-aware offline upper bounds, such as the density-ordered Knapsack heuristic, which is known to perform well in practice [30] . We call this heuristic Freq-Size, as Freq-Size evicts the object with the lowest utility = frequency / size, where frequency is the number of requests to the object. Unfortunately, Freq-Size also falls short on simple examples: e.g., imagine that A is 1 MB and is referenced 10 requests hence, and B is 5 MB and is referenced 9 and 12 requests hence. With 5 MB of cache space, the best choice between these objects is to keep B, getting two hits. What does Freq-Size choose? A has utility = 1 ÷ 1 = 1, and B has utility = 2 ÷ 5 = 0.4. Freq-Size thus keeps A, getting only one hit.
Though these upper bounds are easy to compute and intuitive, they have no guarantees in miss ratio. We will show that they are in fact far from optimal on real traces, and our flow-based offline optimal is a much better bound.
FLOW-BASED OFFLINE OPTIMAL
We begin by building the intuition behind our flow-based offline optimal (FOO) with an example. Figure 3 shows the short trace that we will use to explain FOO, and Figure 2 shows how we express the offline optimal for this trace as a min-cost flow problem.
Object a b c b d a c d a b
Size 3 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 Figure 4 shows the caching decisions made by the offline optimal (henceforth OPT) and our flow-based offline optimal. A "✓" indicates that OPT caches the object until its next request, and a "✗" indicates it is not cached. (We assume that all objects are requested at the end of the trace for reasons explained in Section 7.) OPT suffers five misses on this trace by caching object b and either c or d. OPT caches b because it is referenced thrice and is small. This leaves space to cache the two references to either c or d, but not both. (OPT in Figure 4 chooses to cache c since it requires less space.) OPT does not cache a because it takes the full cache, forcing misses on all other requests. OPT is easy to compute on this small example, but prohibitively expensive to compute on realistic traces. Figure 2 shows how FOO arrives at a computable approximation by representing the trace as a min-cost flow problem. The key idea is to use flow to represent whether an object is cached or not. Each request is represented by a node. Each object's first request is a source of flow equal to the object's size, and its last request is a sink of flow in the same amount. This flow must be routed along intervening edges, and hence mincost flow must decide whether to cache the object throughout the trace.
For cached objects, there is a central path of black edges connecting all requests. These edges have capacity equal to the cache size C and cost zero (since cached objects lead to zero misses). Min-cost flow will thus route as much flow as possible through this central path to avoid costly misses elsewhere.
For the remaining requests that miss, FOO adds outer edges between subsequent requests to the same object. For example, there are three edges along the top of Figure 2 connecting the requests to a. These edges have capacity equal to the object's size s and cost inversely proportional to the object's size 1/s. Hence, if the object is not cached (i.e., its flow s is routed along this outer edge), it will incur a cost of s × (1/s) = 1 miss.
The routing of flow through this graph implies which objects are cached and when. When no flow is routed along an outer edge, this implies that the object is cached and the subsequent request is a hit. All other requests, i.e., those with any flow routed along an outer edge, are misses. The minimum cost flow gives the decisions that minimize total misses. FOO introduces error, however, as there is no guarantee that an object's flow will be entirely routed along its outer edge. FOO allows the cache to keep fractions of objects, accounting for only a fractional miss on the next request to that object. In a real system, each fractional miss would be a full miss. This error is the price FOO pays for making the problem computable. In the remainder of the paper, we show both theoretically and empirically that this price is small, i.e., that there are few fractional decisions.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the solution to the min-cost flow problem in 
Paper structure: First theory, then practice
In the remaining sections, we first present our theoretical contributions: Section 4 reviews the standard definition of OPT with variable object sizes, Section 5 gives an overview of our theoretical results, and Section 6 proves that FOO is exact assuming requests are independent. We then present our practical contributions: Section 7 describes P-FOO's practical lower and upper bounds, Section 8 gives our experimental methodology, and Section 9 shows that FOO and P-FOO give nearly tight bounds on real traces.
NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
This section introduces our notation and assumptions for the offline optimal caching policy (OPT).
We consider a cache with capacity C (in bytes) and a sequence σ of requests (the trace) of length N . Time is discrete and the i-th request, σ i (i ∈ {1, . . . , N }), contains the corresponding object id. There are M distinct objects in σ . Each object p has a size s p > 0 (in bytes), with p ∈ {1, . . . , M }.
If σ i = p and p is not present in the cache at time i − 1, then a miss occurs. OPT minimizes the number of misses.
OPT has full knowledge of σ . The sum of object sizes in the cache must be less than C. Furthermore, OPT is not allowed to prefetch objects as this would lead to trivial solutions (no misses). Assumption 1. An object p can only enter the cache at times i with σ i = p.
In the literature [4] , OPT is characterized as an integer linear program (ILP). This ILP uses 0/1-decision variables, x p,i , to indicate whether object p is cached at time i, i.e., the ILP contains N × M decision variables.
To express Assumption 1, the ILP relies on the following notation. Let ℓ i be the first time that object p = σ i is requested again after time i. Then, let J p,i = {i + 1, i + 2, . . . , ℓ i − 1} if p is requested again, and J p,i = ∅ if p is not requested again. Definition 1. OPT for a trace of length N is defined as follows.
Here, constraint Eq. There are two disadvantages to explicitly encoding Assumption 1. First, this representation does not expose the underlying problem structure. We will derive a new representaion in Section 5 which shows that there in an underlying graph theoretic representation of this problem. Second, this formulation requires N × M decision variables and more than 2(N × M) constraints. We will see in Section 9 that -even after relaxing the integer constraint -this representation is time-consuming to solve. 
KEY IDEAS AND OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
New ILP representation of OPT
We start by making two observation about optimal solutions for the ILP from Definition 1.
First, OPT will always receive M misses as OPT cannot prevent cache misses before an object is requested at least once due to Assumption 1. Our representation of OPT does not need to represent an object before it is first requested.
Second, OPT changes the caching decision of object p only at times i when σ i = p. To see why this is true, let us consider the two cases of changing a decision variable x p, j for i < j < ℓ i . If x p,i = 0, then OPT cannot set x p, j = 1 because this would violate Assumption 1. If x p,i = 1, then setting x p, j = 0 would be suboptimal as any solution with x p,i = 0 would receive the same or lower miss ratio.
We conclude from the two observations that OPT only needs to make a decision once per request interval [i, ℓ i ). It is therefore possible to formulate OPT as an ILP with only a linear number of decision variables. Specifically, we only need N − M variables vs. N × M for prior approaches. We associate a decision variable x i with each interval, where 1 < i < (N − M). This decision variable denotes whether object p = σ i is cached in the interval [i, ℓ i ). Figure 6 visualizes the decision variables and intervals for a short trace. Note that an object, which is requested only once (e.g., e) Notation β i Supply/demand: β i > 0 indicates flow surplus, and β i < 0 indicates flow demand at node i. µ i, j Capacity of edge (i, j) γ i, j Cost per unit flow on edge (i, j)
Notation in the graph: Figure 5 : Notation for the min cost flow (MCF) representation of OPT, and the MCF for the trace from Figure 6 . The key idea of the MCF representation is to represent the capacity constraint as a sequence of consecutive edges with capacity C and zero cost. Each request introduces a flow equal to its size, and these flows compete for the zero-cost edges.
does not need to be represented in the time sequence and does not have an associated decision interval. For objects that occur multiple times, the decision intervals [i, ℓ i ) form a sequence, e.g., for a we have the intervals [1, 6) , [6, 9) , [9, 12) .
Representation of a short trace σ as interval decision variables x i . For objects a, b, c, and d, each pair of consecutive requests specifies an interval, represented by a rectangle whose height is the size of the object. Object e is requested only once and thus will never be cached by FOO.
By design, the [i, ℓ i )-interval representation incorporates Assumption 1. To represent the capacity constraint at every time step i, we need to find all intersecting intervals [j, ℓ j ), i.e., where j < i < ℓ j .
We now reformulate the ILP from Definition 1 using the interval representation of OPT, which is far simpler. Definition 2. The interval representation of OPT for a trace of length N with M objects is as follows.
subject to:
j:j ≤i ≤ℓ j
To obtain the decision variables x ′ p,i of the classical ILP formulation of OPT from a given solution x i for the interval ILP, set x ′ σ i , j = x i for all i ≤ j < ℓ i , and for all i. This leads to an equivalent solution (minus the constant factor M) due to the two observations from above, and because the capacity constraint is enforced at every time step.
In comparison to the ILP from Definition 1, the ILP from Definition 2 has a factor of M fewer decision variables, and 2M fewer constraints. This makes it more efficient to calculate solutions for the interval definition. However, the capacity constraint, Eq. (8), still poses a practical problem since finding the intersecting intervals is computationally expensive. We next show how to exploit the structure of this ILP to efficiently encode the capacity constraint.
Min-cost flow representation of FOO
We now relax the integrality constraint Eq. (7), which introduces fractional solutions. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 show that there a few fractional solutions, and we obtain accurate solutions in practice.
We represent the relaxed version of OPT as an instance of mincost flow (MCF), with notation summarized in Figure 5 . The MCF problem requires sending an amount of "flow" between nodes in a graph G. We denote a surplus of flow at a node i with β i > 0, and a demand for flow with β i < 0. Each edge (i, j) in G has a cost per unit flow γ i, j and a capacity for flow µ i, j .
As discussed in Section 3, the key idea in our construction of an MCF instance is that each interval introduces an amount of flow equal to the object's size. The graph G is constructed such that this flow competes for a single sequence of edges (the "inner edges") with zero cost. These "inner edges" represent the cache's capacity: if an object is stored in the cache, we incur zero cost (no misses). However, not all objects will fit into the cache. We therefore introduce "outer edges", which allow MCF to satisfy the flow constraints. However, these outer edges come at a cost: when the full flow of an object uses an outer edge we incur cost 1 (i.e., a miss). Fractional solutions arise if part of an object is in the cache (flow along inner edges) and part is out of the cache (flow along outer edges). Figure 5 continues the example of a short trace from Figure 6 . For every interval [i, ℓ i ) in Figure 6 , we add one node to the MCF instance in Figure 5 . All consecutive nodes are connected by an inner edge, which forms a line. The outer edges connect node i to node ℓ i , e.g., we add an edge from node 1 to ℓ 1 = 6 for to the first interval of a with capacity s a and cost 1/s a . If s a units of flow use this edge, we incur the cost of one miss. At each node i, there is a supply equal to the size of object σ i , and a demand equal to the sizes of all objects whose intervals end at i.
Formally, we construct our MCF instance of OPT as follows. An inner edge connects nodes i and i +1. Inner edges have capacity µ i,i+1 = C and cost γ i,i+1 = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − M + 1.
An outer edge connects nodes i and ℓ i , if there is another interval (j, ℓ j ) with j > ℓ i , and nodes i and N − M + 1, otherwise. Outer edges have capacity µ i, ℓ i = s i and cost γ i, ℓ i = 1/s i .
We next show the correctness of this representation of OPT. Lemma 1. An optimal feasible solution to the MCF in Definition 3, is an optimal feasible solution for the LP relaxation of Definition 2.
Proof. Let f i denote the flow through the i-th outer edge (i, ℓ i ), which corresponds to the i-th interval in the ILP formulation from Definition 2. Formally, we map f i to the interval caching decision variable x i by defining f i = (1 − x i )s i . Thus, f i defines the fraction "not stored" in the cache.
Feasibility. We observe that in order to satisfy the supplies/demands β i , for each interval i a total amount of flow s i needs to flow from node i to node ℓ i . This can either happen directly through the corresponding outer edge, or through some path using at least one inner edge, namely (i, i + 1). The inner edges enforce constraint Eq. (8) because u i,i+1 = C.
Optimality. Let I be the set of outer edges, which have γ i, j = 1/s i . As inner edges have zero cost, the MCF minimizes (i, j)∈I γ i, j f i .
Bounding the number of fractional solutions using a precedence graph
We now turn to the question of how many fractional solutions will be introduced by relaxing the integrality constraint of optimal caching. We address this problem by introducing a precedence relation ≺ between intervals. Informally, i ≺ j means that interval i will always be taken by OPT before interval j.
, we say that i takes precedence over j, which we abbreviate by i ≺ j.
≺ introduces a binary relation between intervals. It is easy to see that this relation is transitive and, thus, is a partial order that can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (see Figure 7) .
The key property of ≺ is that it forces some decision variables to be integral in MCF solutions for OPT. Figure 7 : The precedence graph for a trace (Definition 4) enforces integrality constraints (Theorem 2). If a decision variable is fractional, then all its predecessors ("parents") are integral, e.g., if x 1 > 0, then
In other words, if interval i is strictly preferable to interval j, then OPT will take all of i before taking any of j. The proof of this result relies on the notion of a residual MCF graph [3, p.304 ff], where for any edge (i, j) ∈ G with positive flow, we add a backwards edge (j, i) with cost γ j,i = −γ i, j .
Proof. By contradiction, assume that x j > 0 and x i < 1 in a feasible optimal MCF solution, which has cost S. Let ε = min(x j , 1 − x i ) > 0.
Let G ′ be the residual MCF graph induced by the optimal MCF solution. As x i < 1, the optimal solution must include some flow on the outer edge (i, ℓ i ). Thus, there exists a backwards outer edge (ℓ i , i) ∈ G ′ , with cost γ ℓ i ,i = −1/s i . Additionally, because x j > 0 there exist backwards inner edges all the way between ℓ j and j. We can use these edges to create a circular path P in G ′ , where P starts at j, uses edge (j, ℓ j ), follows backwards inner edges to ℓ i , uses (ℓ i , i), and uses backwards inner edges to j. The path P has cost cost(P) = 1/s j −1/s i , which is negative, because 1/s i > 1/s j by definition of ≺. By sending ε amount of flow along the negative cost circle P, we can find a feasible solution of cost S + ε * cost(P) < S, which is a contradiction to S being optimal. □ Due to the transitive closure of ≺, Theorem 2 introduces an effective method to upper bound the number of fractional decision variables. To see why this is true, we introduce the notion of the hit set H . For a given optimal solution x, let H = {x i : x i > 0}. Theorem 2 ensures that all x i ∈ H , for which there exists an x j ∈ H with x i ≺ x j , will be integer (i.e., x i = 1). Thus, for any given H , we seek to bound the fraction of x i ∈ H for which there exists no x j with x i ≺ x j . We say that such x i are "without children".
To bound the number of x i ∈ H without children, we need to know the general structure of the graph. Intuitively, for large production traces, the graph will be very dense, with many overlapping intervals, such that the fraction of nodes without children is very small. We empirically verified this for our production traces, and found that the fraction of nodes without children is indeed negligible in practice.
Unfortunately, the combinatorical nature of caching traces makes it inherently hard to characterize the general structure of the precedence graph under stochastic assumptions. For example, it seems that it would be sufficient to bound the distribution of classical random graph properties such as the in-degree or out-degree [51] . However, there is no clear relation between these properties and the fraction of nodes without children. We have also tried to apply classical probability results on the concentration of measure in random partial orders (≺ is a random partial order), such as for the "height" of the order [17] . However, the height of the order is insufficient to bound the fraction of nodes without children as there can be H -sets with a non-uniform height throughout the trace.
We next discuss how the probability that a node has no children relates to a classical problem in probability theory.
Relating the precedence graph to the coupon collector problem
We now turn to bounding the number of fractional variables under stochastic assumptions on the request trace.
We have already seen that the number of fractional variables is bounded by the number of x i without children. To bound this number, we consider a fixed interval [i, ℓ i ). Let H i := x j : x j > 0 and j < i and ℓ i > t be the set of overlapping intervals in H that include i.
We make a key observation: x i can not have any children in the precedence graph, whenever all other objects x j i ∈ H i are requested at least once in [i, ℓ i ), as shown in Figure 8 . 
Note that Q ⇒ O so that P{O } ≤ P{Q }.
We further define L i as the random variable corresponding to the i th interval's length, and T i as the random variable for the time until all objects x j i ∈ H i are requested at least once. Using Theorem 2, we can bound the probability of a fractional solution for x i .
Our key insight is that T i can be represented as an instance of the generalized coupon collector problem (CCP). In the CCP, coupons are collected (with replacement) one at a time from a population containing K distinct types of coupons. The process is repeated until all K coupons have been collected at some time T . The random variable T corresponds to T i in Eq. (14) , where a coupon is an object in the hit set H i .
The classical CCP (coupons are equally likely) is a well studied problem [32] . The generalized CCP (coupon probabilities are not uniform) is very challenging and the subject of recent work in the probability theory community [5, 29, 61, 78] . The expectations and variance of T in the generalized CCP have been characterized in recent works [29, 61] , which rely on independence assumptions for the coupon sampling.
To characterize T i from Eq. (14) we require similar assumptions.
Assumption 2. The request sequence is generated by independent sampling of objects, where object p is sampled at time step i with probability ρ i p . Additionally, the smallest ρ follows a Zipf tail for all i:
where α > 0, M is the number of objects, and A M is a normalizing factor.
This assumption corresponds to a localized version of the independent reference model (Section 2). However, unlike the reference model we do not require the request probabilities to be constant over time or to strictly follow a Zipf-like distribution. We only require that the lowest request rate is corresponds to a Zipf-like tail (independent of which objects constitute this tail).
Under these assumptions, Section 6 proves the following result. 
PROOF OF FOO'S OPTIMALITY
This section proves Theorem 3: FOO's min cost flow representation of OPT is asymptotically optimal under independence assumptions and a Zipf-like popularity tail.
Prior work on coupon collectors
We use a generalized coupon collector notation similar to [29] . Assuming K coupons, the probability that coupon i is drawn next is
where A K is a normalizing factor. For example, f i = i α defines the generalized Zipf distribution with parameter α > 0, where
We assume throughout the technical assumption that f i is monotonically increasing, f i → ∞ as i → ∞, and that f i possesses three derivatives, as in [29, p.173] .
The time T K is defined as the time until K distinct coupons have been collected. The asymptotic behavior of E[T K ] is characterized in [61] as follows.
The asymptotic behavior of V ar [T K ] is characterized in [29] as follows.
To analyze FOO using Assumption 2, we assume that f (K) = K α , and consequently f ′ (K) = αK α /K. This simplifies Eqs. (16) and (17) as follows.
Scaling regime
To apply the coupon collector results to FOO's solutions, we define Z M i as the number of distinct objects cached by FOO at a time step i. Z M i will represent the number of coupons (K from above). We formally define Z M i = |{p : σ j = p and i ∈ [j, ℓ j ) and x j > 0}|. In Theorem 3, we consider the case where M → ∞, similar to [33, 47, 49] . We further assume that the cache size C grows with the total size of the object universe and the object size distribution remains unchanged. Formally, we set
Theorem 3 further requires N → ∞ so that there exists some i * so that for i > i * all objects have been requested at least once.
The number of fractional solutions for i ≤ i * becomes negligible as N → ∞. In the remainder of this section we therefore limit ourselves to i > i * .
Proof of Theorem 3
Consider an arbitrary but fixed interval [i, ℓ i ) with corresponding decision variable x i . We seek an upper on bound P[0 < x i < 1].
For ease of notation we drop the M from Z M i , L M i , and T M Z i with the understanding that we later consider M → ∞. Recall that L i is the random variable of the i-interval's length, and T Z i is the random variable for the time until all Z i objects are requested at least once.
From Eq. (13) we know that
We expand this by conditioning on L i = l.
Here, we used that P[T Z i ≤ l] = 0 for l ≤ Z i and that for l > Z i , {L i = l } and T Z i are stochastically independent due to Assumption 2.
We now split this sum into two parts, l ≤ G and l > G, where G is half of the expected value of T Z i (Eq. (18) with K = Z i ). That is,
To bound Eq. (23), we observe that
We bound P[T Z i ≤ G] via a one-sided Chebyshev bound.
We observe that Z i → ∞ as M → ∞ (as discussed in Section 6.2), so we can rely on the asymptotic behaviour of the coupon collector problem from Eq. (18) and (19) . We obtain
To bound Eq. (24), we use
We next use the fact that L i 's distribution is Geometric(ρ i ) due to Assumption 2. This gives us
Combining Eqs. (24) and (31) proves that P[L i > T Z i ] −→ 0 as M → ∞, and thus proves Theorem 3. As the number of objects grows large, it is vanishingly unlikely that all objects will be requested before interval i ends, and even less likely that i has no children. FOO therefore has negligible fractional solutions.
PRACTICAL FLOW-BASED OFFLINE OPTIMAL FOR REAL TRACES
We now use the insight gained from FOO's graph-theoretic formulation to design practical upper and lower bounds on the offline optimal miss ratio with variable object sizes. Our goal is heuristics that are fast enough to process hundreds of millions of requests within a reasonable time, say, 24 hours. We provide the first practically useful lower bound and an upper bound that is much tighter 1) (1, 1)
(1, 1)
1. Cache both bs and c; forget c and second b. 1) 2. Cache c and b. than prior practical offline upper bounds. Together, we call these bounds practical flow-based offline optimal (P-FOO).
Practical lower bound: P-FOO (L)
We obtain a practical lower bound for the offline optimal miss ratio by considering the total resources consumed by the offline optimal. As Figure 10a illustrates, cache resources are limited in both space and time: measured in resources, the cost to cache an object is the product of (i) its size and (ii) its reuse distance (i.e., the number of accesses until it is next requested).
On a trace of length N , a cache of size C has total resources N ×C. The objects cached by the offline optimal cannot, in aggregate, cost more than this. Hence, to bound the offline optimal, P-FOO (L) simply sorts intervals by their cost and then counts how many intervals can be cached at less than N × C total cost, as shown in Figure 10b .
By doing so, P-FOO (L) ignores other constraints that are faced by caching policies. In particular, P-FOO (L) does not guarantee that cached intervals take less than C space at all times, as shown by interval 6 for object a in Figure 10b , which exceeds the cache capacity during part of its interval.
On large caches that hold many objects, the error introduced is small in practice. This is because trace behavior is usually fairly stable. Specifically, the distribution of interval costs is similar throughout a single trace. Hence, for a given cache size, the "marginal interval" (i.e., the one barely does not fit in the cache under the offline optimal) is of similar cost throughout the trace. Informally, P-FOO (L) caches intervals up to this marginal cost, and so rarely exceeds cache capacity by very much. This intuition holds particularly when requests are largely independent, as in our proof assumptions and in traces from CDNs or other Internet services. However, as we will see, P-FOO (L) introduces modest error even on other workloads where these assumptions do not hold.
Practical upper bound: P-FOO (U)
We obtain a practical upper bound, P-FOO (U), by breaking FOO's min-cost flow problem for the full trace into smaller sub-problems of constant size, and then solve each sub-problem incrementally. Since each sub-problem takes constant time to solve, P-FOO (U) completes in linear time on the trace length. Figure 9 shows our approach on the trace from Figure 3 for a cache size of 3. Figure 2 shows FOO's full min-cost flow problem; for real traces, this MCF problem is too expensive to solve directly. Instead, P-FOO (U) breaks the trace into segments and constructs a min-cost flow problem for each segment. P-FOO (U) begins by solving the min-cost flow for the first segment. In this case, the solution is to cache both bs, c, and one-third of a, since these decisions incur the minimum cost of two-thirds, i.e., less than one cache miss. However, as we are constructing an upper bound, the fractional decision for a is not helpful, as it would be a miss in a real policy. Hence, P-FOO (U) ignores it and all following fractional decisions. Furthermore, P-FOO (U) only fixes decisions for objects in the first half of this segment. This is done to capture interactions between intervals that cross segment boundaries. Hence, P-FOO (U) "forgets" the decision to cache c and the second b, and its final decision for this sub-problem is only to cache the first b interval. P-FOO (U) then proceeds to solve the sub-problem for the second segment. It first updates this min-cost flow problem to account for its previous decision. That is, since b is cached until the second request to b, capacity must be removed from the min-cost flow to reflect this allocation. Hence, the capacity along the inner edge c → b is reduced from 3 to 2 in the second sub-problem (b is size 1). Solving this sub-problem, P-FOO (U) decides to cache c and b (as well as half of d, which we ignore). Since these are in the first half of the segment, we fix both decisions, and move onto the third sub-problem, updating the capacity of links to reflect these decisions as before. P-FOO (U) continues to solve the following sub-problems in this manner until the full trace is processed. In this example, it decides to cache all requests to b and c, yielding 5 misses on the requests to a and d. These are the same decisions as taken by FOO and OPT for the full trace in Figure 4 . We generally find that P-FOO (U) yields nearly identical miss ratios as FOO, as we next demonstrate on real traces. 
Summary
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We evaluate FOO and P-FOO by comparing their miss ratio bounds to prior offline bounds and online caching policies on several production traces.
Trace characterization. We use production traces from contentdistribution networks (CDNs), from Wikipedia and an anonymous large Internet company, and storage workloads, from Microsoft [73] . We present results on four representative traces. Table 2 While all traces consist of millions of requests and feature highly variable object size, the CDN and storage traces exhibit starkly different request patterns. Figure 11 shows the distribution of object popularity (i.e., number of requests to the same object) and reuse distance (i.e., number of requests between requests to the same object). CDNs serve millions of different customers and so exhibit largely independent requests with smoothly diminishing object popularities, similar to our proof assumptions. In contrast, storage workloads serve requests from one or a few applications, and so often exhibit highly correlated requests (producing spikes in the reuse distance distribution). For example, scans are common in storage (e.g., traces like: ABCD ABCD ...), but never seen in CDNs. Caching policies. We evaluate three classes of policies: theoretical offline upper bounds, practical offline upper bounds, and online caching policies. All results include P-FOO, and we include FOO where possible, trace length permitting. We compare FOO to three prior theoretical offline policies: OFMA, LocalRatio, and LP (Section 2.3). Since these policies are too slow to run on full traces, most of our results consider only the remaining policies. For offline upper bounds, we consider Belady, Belady-Size, and Freq-Size (Section 2.4). For offline lower bounds, we consider infinitely large caches, the only prior lower bound. Finally, for online policies, we evaluated GDSF [20] (a lower bound on GD-Wheel [55] ), Adapt-Size [15] , LRU-K [65] , TLFU [31] , SLRU [44] , and LRU. Implementation. We have implemented FOO and P-FOO in C++ using the COIN-OR::LEMON library [64] , GNU parallel [75] , and OpenMP [25] . Using these libraries, FOO requires about 450 lines of code, P-FOO (L) about 250 lines of code, and P-FOO (U) about 700 lines of code.
We have also implemented OFMA [46] , LocalRatio [8] , Belady and Belady-Size [13, 59] , and Freq-Size in C++, and the caching LP [4] in CPLEX 12.6.1.0. Our implementations faithfully follow the papers. OFMA runs in O(N 2 ), LocalRatio runs in O(N 3 ), Belady in O(N log C). We rely on sampling [69] to run Belady-Size on large traces, which gives us an O(N ) implementation. These implementations add up to more than 2500 lines of code. Finally, we implemented the online policies in C++, which requires another 1300 lines of code.
We will publicly release our policy implementations and evaluation infrastructure upon publication of this work. To the best of our knowledge, these include the first implementations of prior theoretical offline bounds.
Metrics. Most of our results are presented as miss ratio curves, which show the miss ratio achieved by different techniques at different cache sizes. We present these curves in log-linear scale to study a wide range of cache sizes. Miss ratio curves allow us to compare miss ratios achieved by different techniques at a fixed cache size, as well as compute cache sizes that achieve equivalent miss ratios.
EVALUATION
We evaluate FOO and P-FOO to demonstrate the following: (i) P-FOO is fast enough to process real traces, whereas FOO and prior theoretical bounds are not; (ii) FOO yields much tighter bounds than prior work; (iii) P-FOO yields nearly tight bounds on real traces, even when they do not satisfy our proof assumptions; and (iv) P-FOO shows that there is significantly more room for improvement than implied by prior practical upper bounds. These results show that LP and LocalRatio are unusuable: they can process only a few hundred thousand requests in a 24-hour period, and their execution time increases rapidly as traces lengthen. While FOO and OFMA are faster, they both take more than 24 hours to process more than 30 million requests, and FOO's execution time increases super-linearly (as O(N 2 log 2 N ) in our implementation).
P-FOO is necessary to process real traces
Finally, P-FOO is much faster and scales well, allowing us to process traces with hundreds of millions of requests. P-FOO's lower bound completes in a few minutes, and while P-FOO's upper bound is slower, it scales linearly with trace length. P-FOO is thus the only bound that completes in reasonable time on real traces. 
FOO is nearly exact on short traces
To demonstrate FOO's accuracy and contrast it with prior theoretical work, we compare FOO, P-FOO, and prior theoretical upper bounds. As we just saw, shortened traces are necessary to compare these policies, and we found that at least a few million requests were needed to yield sensible results. (Even then, shortened traces do not match the full traces.) We thus run on the first 10 million requests of each trace. (We also tried trace sampling [11, 52, 77] , but were unable to achieve meaningful results. 3 ) Of the prior theoretical upper bounds, only OFMA runs in a reasonable time at this trace length, so we compare FOO, P-FOO, and OFMA. Figure 13 shows the miss ratios at different cache sizes for each offline bound as well as for an infinitely large cache. FOO's upper (U) and lower (L) bounds are nearly identical, within less than 0.4% of each other, and cannot be distinguished on the figure. P-FOO introduces little error, especially on the CDN traces that closely match our proof assumptions. On the storage traces, P-FOO (L) is somewhat below FOO (L) for some cache sizes. This is because storage traces have bursts of highly correlated references, where P-FOO (L) reduces misses by temporarily exceeding the cache capacity (as illustrated in Figure 10 ). On average P-FOO has less than 1.5% error on CDN traces and less than 6% error on storage traces. The worst errors are 3.5% on CDN traces and 16% on storage traces.
Finally, on all traces, both OFMA and an infinite cache provide very weak bounds. OFMA is more than 70% higher than FOO (U) on average, and an infinitely large cache is 37% lower than FOO (L) on average. On average, the gap between OFMA and an infinitely large cache (the best bound prior to our work) is 38× larger than FOO's bound, and 10× larger than P-FOO's bound. In fact, as we will see below, OFMA provides a weaker bound than practical upper bounds like Belady-Size.
P-FOO yields nearly tight bounds on real traces
Now that we have seen that FOO is accurate on short traces, we next show that P-FOO is accurate on long traces. Figure 14 shows the miss ratio achieved by P-FOO and prior practical bounds (Belady, Figure 15 : Miss ratio curves for P-FOO vs. the best prior offline upper bound and the best online policy on each trace. P-FOO shows that there is a large gap between the offline optimal and online policies, roughly twice as large as suggested by prior offline upper bounds. For some traces (e.g., large CDN HK), prior bounds suggest that online policies are already optimal, while P-FOO shows that caches can be 4× smaller without incurring additional misses.
Belady-Size, and Freq-Size) on the full traces. On average, P-FOO (U) and P-FOO (L) bound the optimal miss ratio within a narrow range of 3.8%. P-FOO's bounds are tighter on the CDN traces than the storage traces: P-FOO gives an average bound of just 0.5% for CDN SF and 2% for CDN HK, but 4.4% for Storage Proj0 and 5.4% for Storage Src1. This is likely due to error in P-FOO (L) when requests are highly correlated as they are in storage workloads, as suggested by Figure 13 . Nevertheless, P-FOO gives much tighter bounds than prior techniques. The prior offline upper bounds are noticeably higher than P-FOO (U). On average, compared to P-FOO (U), Belady-Size is 21% higher, Freq-Size is 20% higher, and Belady is fully 67% higher. These prior upper bounds are not, therefore, good proxies for the offline optimal. Moreover, the best upper bound varies across traces: Belady-Size is lower on Storage Proj0, but Freq-Size is lower on the others. Unmodified Belady gives a very poor upper bound, showing that caching policies must account for object size. The only lower bound in prior work is an infinitely large cache, whose miss ratio is much lower than P-FOO (L). P-FOO thus gives the first reasonably tight bounds on the offline miss ratio for real traces.
P-FOO shows that there is significant room for improvement in online policies
Finally, we compare the offline bounds with online caching policies. Figure 15 shows their miss ratios, including only the best offline bound and best online policy (by average miss ratio) for each trace.
(We present exhaustive results for all online policies in Appendix B). On all traces at most cache sizes, there is a large gap between the best online policy and P-FOO (U), showing that there remains significant room for improvement in online caching policies. Moreover, this gap is much larger than prior offline bounds would suggest. On average, P-FOO (U) achieves 21% fewer misses than the best online policy, whereas the best prior offline policy achieves only 9% fewer misses; the miss ratio gap between online policies and offline optimal is thus twice as large as implied by prior bounds. Storage Src1 is the only trace where P-FOO does not consistently increase this gap vs. prior offline bounds, but even on this trace there is a large difference at some sizes (e.g., at 16 GB in Figure 15d ). On other traces, the gap is much larger. For example, on Large CDN HK, the best online policy matches the best offline upper bound at most cache sizes. One would therefore conclude that existing online policies are nearly optimal, but P-FOO (U) reveals that there is in fact a large gap between the best online policy and the true offline optimal on this trace, as it is 21% lower than the best online policy on average (refer back to Figure 1 ).
These miss ratio reductions make a large difference in real systems. For example, on Small CDN SF (Figure 15a ), prior bounds suggest that online policies require twice as much cache space as is strictly necessary-e.g., Freq-Size at 8 GB roughly matches GDSF at 16 GB (recall that the x-axis in these figures is shown in log-scale). In fact, P-FOO (U) shows that online policies require 4× as much cache space-e.g., P-FOO (U) at 4 GB matches GDSF at 16 GB. The potential resource savings from better caching policies are thus twice as large as previously believed.
CONCLUSION
Knowing the offline optimal miss ratio is key to determine the potential for further optimizations of caching systems. This work introduces new techniques, FOO and P-FOO, to accurately and quickly calculate the offline miss ratio under variable object sizes.
Our techniques reveal that prior work on bounding the optimal miss ratio leads to quantitatively wrong conclusions about the optimization potential of caching systems. Prior bounds indicate that there is little potential for further improving miss ratios, whereas we find that 21% fewer misses can be achieved on average.
An additional benefit of FOO and P-FOO is that they yield constructive solutions: in future work we hope to analyze FOO's decisions and use these insights to build better online policies for CDN and storage scenarios. 
B MORE SIMULATION RESULTS
